NEWS OF STUDY CLUBS

Associated Ferrier Study Clubs

The 47th annual meeting of the Associated Ferrier Study Clubs was held in Seattle on May 14, 1976. During the morning there were 20 clinical foil demonstrations. The afternoon was devoted to golf, trap shooting, and tennis. A dinner meeting was held in the evening with Allan G. Osborn as the speaker. The meeting was graced by the attendance of Jack Seymour, president of the American Academy of Gold Foil Operators, and Chester Gibson of the Alex Jeffery Study Club in Oregon.

Announcements

Floyd Hamstrom, observed by Al LaBounty, condensing a Class III foil in the mesial of the lower right canine.

Gerry Stibbs emphasizes to Earl Maston the proximal boxing of a Class II foil in the mesial of an upper right first premolar. Below: Ian Hamilton concentrates on condensing a Class III foil in the distal of an upper left canine.

Left column, top: Howard Gilbert, Jim Chilson, Mel Bleakney, and George Ellisperman enjoy the proceedings. Center: Lyle Ostlund, right, discusses state board examinations with John Cook. Bottom: Al Brown displays satisfaction in condensing a Class V foil on an upper right canine.